sod care instructions

First day watering. The sod should be soaked with water as soon as it is laid. Water each zone or section as soon as it is
laid! Check by walking on it. If you make.Please follow the watering and care instructions below for the next several
weeks . If the edges between the sod pull apart or are separating, you are not.Sod is perishable and must be installed
immediately upon receipt and followed by a Proper watering is essential to establishment (rooting) of your new sod.First
day watering - Check your new sod a few hours after it has been laid by walking on it. If you make deep footprints, it
has enough water. If the soil is firm, lift a.Worry-Free, Fast-Rooting Sod. Prepare your site before receiving your sod.
Learn more in our soil preparation section. Lightly sprinkle water on.How to Take Care of Sod. Sometimes aerating,
seeding and watering are just not enough to get that lush, green lawn so many people desire. One way to.Saratoga Sod is
cut fresh to order. It is a live, perishable product and must be installed and watered immediately upon delivery. For new
sod care it is essential to.Lawn care and sod maintenance are very easy processes that allow you to grow a lush green
lawn that you can enjoy for years to come. Below are some ways.Read a series of watering tips to know how much you
should water your tufgrass sod for the best results.You just had your fresh new SOD installed, and your lawn has never
looked better! No weeds and a full beautiful lushes green. But now what?.The hardest part about caring for sod is doing
the right things every day. After the first mow, it is safe to mow according to the mowing instructions for
your.Over-seeding can cure a lot of lawn problems, but if new sod is what your lawn needs, there are tips to help the sod
take and result in a lush.Caring for New Sod. Your new lawn is in and it looks great! Follow these special guidelines to
ensure that it gets established in your soil. Make a plan for your.Watering. After installation, this is where it all begins.
Sod is a living product and needs attention when it is taking root. We recommend watering immediately.Follow these
sod care instructions and you'll have a healthy, thick lawn that will add to the natural beauty of your home, and will be a
pleasure for years to come.New sod has shallow roots, which need time to establish in the soil. Proper watering,
fertilizing and maintenance are vital to ensuring your new.Enabling the growth and health of fresh new sod is the first
building block to a vibrant new lawn. Learn how to properly care for new sod with these tips. Landscaping Tips, Lawn
Care and Maintenance / Leave a comment.To maintain your investment we always recommend hiring a lawn care Read
labels carefully and follow instructions for newly laid grass and for your particular .Proper soil preparation is the most
important step for a successful lawn. The goal is to provide a good base in which the grass roots can vigorously establish
and.The type of care needed after you've installed your lawn is different depending on the For post-installation watering,
follow the instructions provided by the.
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